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Reflective Confidence

Global Disparity network:

Prediction Loss**:

  Reflective Loss function:

Pixel labeling:

Pixel Interpolation:

Mismatch - the median of the nearest neighbors labeled as correct from 16 
different directions.

Occlusion - move left until the first correct pixel and use its value.

Main Contributions
🌟 A new highway network architecture for patch matching, suited for metric 

learning VS multiclass classification.

🌟 A novel way to measure the correctness of the output of a CNN via 
reflective learning, that outperforms any other technique.

🌟 A CNN based post processing step to compute the disparity image, instead 
of the previously suggested WTA strategy.

🌟 A better occlusion and mismatch detection and interpolation.

🌟 Hybrid loss for better use of description-decision network architecture.

🌟 Improving the state of the* art in the KITTI dataset for stereo matching by a 
significant margin, for both accurate and fast methods.

Results

The highest ranking methods on KITTI:

The highest ranking methods on KITTI  for methods under 5 sec:

Residual architectures comparison:          Confidence Measures Comparison:

* At the time of writing ** The criterion is similar to [2]

Most relevant references:
[1] J. Zbontar and Y. LeCun. Computing the stereo matching cost with a convolutional neural network, CVPR, 2015.
[2] W. Luo, A. Schwing, and R. Urtasun. Efficient deep learning for stereo matching. CVPR, 2016.

Improved stereo matching with Constant Highway Networks and Reflective Confidence 
Amit Shaked and Lior Wolf

Multilevel constant highway network

Constant highway skip-connection:       Outer λ-residual block:

A: Reference image       B: Baseline errors              C: Out solution

Where:

𝐶'(𝒑) - the confidence score at 
position 𝒑 of the prediction 𝑑
= 𝐷'(𝒑)
𝐶'(𝒑𝒅) - the confidence score 
at position 𝒑 − 𝒅 of the 
prediction 𝑑 = 𝐷'(𝒑𝒅)

GT labels change 
dynamically during training

Control the residual 
block skipped data

Scan for our 
codebase:


